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Track Listing:
01 SKAOS / Time Is Running Out  02:43
02 EL BOSSO & DIE PING PONGS / Immer Nur Ska (30 years jubilee edition)  03:45
03 DR. RING DING SKA-VAGANZA / I‘m In The Mood For Ska  03:14
04 THE FRITS / Still Alive  03:58
05 BLUEKILLA / Fiesta De Ska  03:46
06 THE BUSTERS / Hard To Be A Hero  03:42
07 WONDERSKA feat. EVLVIRA WESTWÄRTS No No No  04:50

08 YELLOW CAP / Rain Is Falling  03:09
09 THE BUTLERS / Waste Your Boyhood  03:16
10 BLECHREIZ / Ich Bin Bereit  03:14
11 MASONS ARMS / Fuß Nach Vorn  02:46
12 DIE TORNADOS / Quasimono  02:59
13 DR. DEADLOCK &CONGALINE / Lullaby For A Rude Girl  03:50
14 BONUS: DR. RING DING SKA-VAGANZA / DandimiteSka (2015 jubilee edition)  05:02

SKA. SKA. SKANDAL No. 6 is the PORK PIE jubilee edition of this cult compilation series that - since 1989 - have made Ska „Made in Germany“ popular
all over the world. As of the 25th jubilee we got the idea to put together a new edition of the SKANDAL compilation series and see, if german ska
bands still have it down pat. The result is a magnificent collection of previously unreleased recordings*, especially produced for this compilation. 

The album starts with a power track of SKAOS, showing that the band may come off great even after more than 30 years. EL BOSSO & DIE PING PONGS
have included a fresh version of their greatest hit at their 30-years band anniversary like DR. RING DING after 20 years did with "Dandimite Ska",
which is included as a bonus track.  Also with his band SKA-VAGANZA comes a great version of LORD TANAMO's "I'm in the Mood for Ska". In 2014
THE FRITS have also celebrated their 30th anniversary and performed their jubilee song "Still Alive" in front of several thousand people in their home-
town Wattenscheid. BLUEKILLA  welcome you  to a worldwide ska party in several languages, THE BUSTES ponder - right in the style of the latest
MADNESS  releases - about the difficulties to keep up the status of being a hero. 
Suffice it to say about the ska veterans. WONDERSKA from Berlin with their sensational and unique version of "No No No" and guest singer ELVIRA
even establish a new Genre - Transgender Ska. And YELLOW CAP could probably do the job with songs like "Rain is falling", if the BUSTERS should
ever retire. Unimaginable would be a SKANDAL compilation without THE BUTLERS and BLECHREIZ ( the latter for the first time with a new female sin-
ger), who took part from the very beginning and whose band members as  graphic artists not only  invented the cult design of the SKANDAL series
record covers but also the corporate appearance of PORK PIE.  MASONS ARMS are blowing some fresh breeze into our seniors club with a brisk
dance lession in German and DIE TORNADOS with a soulful song about a creature from the "city of love", which is called "Quasimono". And now: off to
bed!  As some little bedtime sweet, you will find "Lullaby for a rude girl" - a swinging lullaby of BLUEKILLA singer DR. DEADLOCK with support of the
Polish band CONGALINE. The CD comes in a Digipak with a nice 16 page booklet, the vinyl with a lyrics leaflet and a free download code.
* exception: Masons Arms/Fuß nach vorn already released on a Split-7" in a small edition


